Abstract. This paper analyzes the status of aircraft digital assembly process locating datum modeling methods, study the localization process of the aircraft digital assembly. By analyzing the error evaluation criteria for assembly positioning, proposed a locating datum modeling method for the minimum normal error, and the locating datum model can get the targeting points of aircraft digital assembly process. Finally, through the digital assembly locating datum modeling of one aircraft to verify, and get a better results.
Introduction
With the use of digital assembly tooling, not only improve the efficiency of aircraft assembly industry, but also reduces the number of tooling, because of its flexibility can be applied to the assembly of different components. In this case, the use of modern standard equipment such as standard robots, PC-computers and a newly developed spatial sensor system for precision measurements of positions [1] . For different mounting target, digital aircraft assembly tooling need to adapt to dynamic assembly environments, digital measuring device for measuring a benchmark during assembly gradually moving generally [2, 3] . Digital measuring instruments relied upon in the traditional sense, the calculation method of measurement results also tend to use the least squares method and weighted least squares method [4, 5] . These methods can be used for general reference solving, but it is difficult to meet the positioning error criterion in assembly areas.
The positioning process of digital assembly for aircraft is shown in Fig.1 .
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Problem Definition and Modeling Process
During the assembly of the aircraft, technology datum by function into locating datum, assembly datum, measuring datum and hybrid datum. Locating datum refers to the benchmark used to determine the relative position of the structures on the equipment or process equipment [6] .
In a unified world coordinate system, locating datum modeling of digital assembly for aircraft mainly related to the Theoretical Assembly Environment (TAE) and Actual Assembly Environment (AAE) into two parts. Assembly locating datum is expressed as AD, and positioning step parameters includes static parameters (SP) and variable parameters (VP), it is shown in Fig.2 . Generally, it is known ADTAE, SPTAE, VPTAE and SPAAE, the process of solving ADAAE is called assembly locating datum modeling, and then it is known ADAAE, the process of solving VPAAE is called positioning step parameter solution. Shape error is the amount of change for the actual shape of the measured elements relative to its ideal elements, and an ideal location factors should meet the minimum criteria. The so-called minimum condition, refers to the maximum amount of fluctuation of its ideal actual measured feature factor is minimum. In this case, the shape and the tolerance band are the same, the actual measured feature containment area is minimized, the minimum width or diameter of the inclusion region is the actual measured shape error elements. For contour elements, meet the minimum conditions of ideal elements located outside entity and parts in contact with the actual measured elements, and the maximum amount of change in the measured elements of the ideal elements to a minimum, for locating surface is its normal maximum error amount of change in the minimum, is shown in Fig.3 . 
For the space of a locating surface, the existence of the equation Ax+By+Cz+1=0, expressed as
In the positioning step parameters, there are N point and M surface in SP, there are 
In the Eq. 
The swarm intelligenc could be used to solve this problem. For example, the particle swarm optimization (PSO) and so on [7, 8] .
Positioning Step Parameter Solution.
When world TAE T has been obtained, the VPAAE is
Computational examples and analysis
Tested through digital flexible assembly tooling for certain type of aircraft, tooling and assembly object is shown in Fig.4 . 
The results of assembly locating datum modeling is The results of positioning step parameter solution is 
Conclusions
We expect that the work we propose here, when added to the work we have carried out so far, will lead to the advancement of aircraft digital assembly location research. The locating datum will allow more automated for digital assembly tooling and support incremental advances in the field.
